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With chapter-by-chapter review and practice, this easy-to-use workbook and lab manual
reinforces your understanding of key facts and concepts from Mosby's Pharmacy Technician:
Principles and Practice, 4th Edition. Chapter-specific lab exercises and skill check-off sheets
correspond to procedures in the textbook, and a wide variety of review questions (including fill-in-
the-blank, matching, true/false, and multiple-choice), exercises, and activities help you study
more effectively and learn to apply your knowledge for success on the job.

About the AuthorMichael Patrick Adams, PhD, is an accomplished educator, author, and
national speaker. The National Institute for Staff and Organizational Development in Austin,
Texas, named Dr. Adams a Master Teacher. He has published two other textbooks with Pearson
Education: Core Concepts in Pharmacology and Pharmacology for Nurses: A Pathophysiologic
Approach. Dr. Adams obtained his master’s degree in pharmacology from Michigan State
University and his doctorate in education from the University of South Florida. Dr. Adams was on
the faculty of Lansing Community College and St. Petersburg College, and was Dean of Health
Programs at Pasco-Hernando Community College for 15 years. He is currently Professor of
Biological Sciences at Pasco-Hernando Community College.Carol Quam Urban, PhD, RN, is the
Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Nursing and an Assistant Professor in the School of Nursing,
College of Health and Human Services, at George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia. She
teaches pharmacology and pathophysiology and serves as a doctoral advisor for students in
administrative practicum experiences, as well as Chair and Reader on dissertation committees.
At Mason, she serves on the Distance Education Council and the General Education Committee
and has presented on “Lessons Learned: Launching a Fully Online RN-to-BSN Pathway.” She
has published the Pearson textbook Pharmacology for Nurses: A Pathophysiologic Approach
with Dr. Adams and Dr. Holland.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number of
pages displayed is limited.                        Pages 25 - 490 are not included in this sample.
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Derm Expert, “I purchased this book to accommodate and engage what I've learnt so that I can
adequately apply my knowledge and better learn. H. Personal motive : I purchased this book to
accommodate and engage what I've learnt so that I can adequately apply my knowledge and
better learn.Highest Pro : Very simple and relatively affordable, especially when compared to
something like a trade school & properly does it's job of testing your knowledge.The reason I
rated this 4 stars : The lone issue that keeps this purchase from being 100% is the lack of an
answer key. I'm personally assuming that they do not give out answer keys because these books
are meant for instructors to give to students, however, for a self learner this is a huge con.”

Silvia Mendoza, “Content appropriate. Content is very relevant to national exam.”

SSgt King, M, “No answer key, no positive revieww. This workbook does not refer to an answer
key or a way for future techs to check their work.  This is a problem.”

Wisdom more than Knowledge, “Great Workbook!. So far this study workbook has exceeded
expectations! I have usedMosby's textbook with a companion workbook before when I was
training foranother job in the medical field. This workbook does not disappoint!This will be kept
by me for many years as a go to reference guide.”

MRM, “Four Stars. Not for use if you study on your own, no answers.”

D.M. Britton, “Great material, relevant to the course of study and .... Used these books (older
version 2009) when I went to College to study as a Pharmacy Tech. Great material, relevant to
the course of study and easy to understand. The lab book has been updated as well and is
almost 3xs the size it used to be. Very pleased with purchase.”

The book by Thomas Edward Gass has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 101 people have provided
feedback.
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Language: English
Paperback: 496 pages
Reading age: 18 years and up
Item Weight: 2.55 pounds
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.12 x 10.88 inches
Hardcover: 1440 pages
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